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Yeah, it used to be a crappy dump
built by the National Gaurd, but
thanks to a shitload of hard work by
Skaters for Portland Skateparks and
our cities mayors and councilmen, not
to mention some cash donations from
Nike (yes, Nike!) and a public parks
referandum, we now have a kick ass
park. And let’s not forget...
DREAMLAND!!! Originally they
were going to do the project at cost
but city involvemnet (and money)
made them pay prevailing wage with
regulated work shifts, causing extra
costs and delays. But it was worth it!
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With all the recent skatepark construction in the greater Portland area and
beyond, it’s hard to believe the new
Pier Park is only a year old. It seems
like an institution already.
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This is an experimental issue of
Skate and Annoy designed to get
me back in the print issue habit
again. Print is a lot of fun, but it
takes a buttload of time and costs a
bunch of money. Waaahhhhh! Who
cares right? Well with these micro
issues I can hopefully crank them
out cheap and quick, and maybe
eve more often than one every three
years... It ain’t gonna be pretty, but
then again, this issue only took two
hours to make and you’re already
looking at it!
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